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Here, a low-cost glucose/O2 Y-shaped microfluidic biofuel cell was developed using a
printed circuit board for microelectrode construction. A double-side tape based on the
pressure-sensitive adhesive was used for microchannel fabrication. A nanocomposite that
consisted of reduced graphene oxide gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), and poly neutral red
connected to enzymes was applied on the copper electrode surface. The Aspergillus niger
glucose oxidase enzyme and Mytheliophthora thermophile laccase were used to prepare
the modified anodic and cathodic electrodes. Different procedures such as cyclic
voltammetry scanning electron microscope coupled with energy-dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (EDX), and atomic force microscopy were used to scan the modified
electrodes. SEM/EDX microanalysis displayed the structural and morphological
properties of the proposed nanocomposite. The biofuel cell performance
demonstrated a maximum power density of 36 μWcm−2, an open-circuit voltage of
0.5 V, and a flow rate of 50 μl min−1. The proposed rapid technique with RGO/AuNPs/
PNR bioelectrodes is a good approach for finding low-cost microfluidic biofuel cells.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, there is an increasing trend towards miniature biofuel cells over conventional fuel cells in
portable devices due to their many benefits like being lightweight, relatively cheap rate,
biocompatible with a number of biosystems, and able to operate under moderate temperature
and pH conditions to produce green energy (Yang et al., 2018; Lee and Kjeang, 2010; Zebda et al.,
2011b). The enzymatic microfluidic fuel cell is a type of miniature biofuel cell based on laminar flows
in a microchannel that uses enzymes to generate electrical energy (Heller, 2004; Cooney et al., 2008;
Beneyton et al., 2013). Microfluidic fuel cells have been developed to supply energy for portable
electronics or implant devices (Zebda et al., 2011a; Aghahosseini et al., 2016; Brocato et al., 2012). In
these biofuel cell devices, the soluble fuels and oxidants flow within the channels without a separator
(Rewatkar et al., 2019b). Mostly, the enzyme-based biofuel cells are developed by different substrates
as fuel e.g., glucose and oxidant, or O2. This is because glucose and O2 are widespread in living
organisms so that glucose/O2 devices may be able to power bioelectronics systems in vivo (Rewatkar
et al., 2019b; Kerzenmacher et al., 2011; Christwardana et al., 2016). In this way, biofuel cell
miniaturization in the development of bioenergy devices for further biological applications has great
potential (Wen et al., 2014; Campbell et al., 2015; Ortiz-Ortega et al., 2015). The lack of appropriate
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enzyme immobilization techniques and the incompatibility of
enzymes with lithography processes cause limitations in research
about the microfluidic systems. Therefore, future studies play an
important role in discovering new uses (Rajasekhar et al., 2013).

In biofuel cells, glucose as a fuel is converted to
gluconolactone using enzymes like glucose oxidase (GOx)
through oxidation at the anode. Also, on a cathode
electrode, oxygen (O2) is converted to water through
reduction by different enzymes such as laccase (LAC) or
bilirubin oxidase (BOx) (Zebda et al., 2009; Sané et al.,
2013; Zhang et al., 2014). Moore et al. (2005), for the first
time, have proposed a microfluidic enzymatic biofuel cell by
NAD+-based alcohol dehydrogenase enzyme on bioanode and
platinum cathode, soft lithography, and polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) techniques (Moore et al., 2005). Another microfluidic
system using photolithography and PDMS using vitamin K3-
mediated glucose dehydrogenase (GDH) on bioanode and a Pt
cathode was developed by Togo et al. (2007). In another report,
Togo et al. (2008) replaced the Pt cathode of a biofuel cell with
a BOx-adsorbed biocathode (Togo et al., 2008). A microfluidic
biofuel cell consists of soft-lithography and PDMS techniques.
A composite of azinobis (ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonate)
diammonium salt (ABTS) with LAC enzyme at the cathode
and ABTS at the anode was created by Lim and Palmore
(2007). Another microfluidic biofuel cell has been described
using GDH immobilized on the anode and Box on the cathode
(Togo et al., 2007; Zebda et al., 2009). Also, recent research has
shown microfluidic enzymatic biofuel cells based on GOx/LAC
enzymes coupled with nanomaterials like multi-walled carbon
nanotube (MWCNT) or single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWCNT). For example, González-Guerrero et al. (2013)
made one microfluidic biofuel cell using rapid prototyping
technique that consisted of a cathode by anthracene-modified
MWCNT/LAC/Tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB)
Nafion and a GOx/Ferrocenium-based polyethyleneimine
polymer (Fc-C6-LPEI) bioanode (González-Guerrero et al.,
2013). Also, a glucose microfluidic enzyme biofuel cell
developed by Beneyton et al. (2013) used lithography and
PDMS based on LAC and GOx covalently bound onto
SWCNT electrodes. This research showed the maximum
power density (1.65 mW cm−2 at 0.23 V) of an enzymatic
fuel cell at the flow rate of 1000 μl h−1 (Beneyton et al.,
2013). The former fabrication methods used for
microfluidic biofuel cell technology are costly, time-
consuming, and require complicated facilities and hefty
skills. The search for new materials and procedures can
help to improve the power output, action potential, and
longevity of the microfluidic fuel cell.

In this paper, we described an enzyme immobilization coupled
with a low-cost and rapid fabrication method related to previous
work by our group (Mazar et al., 2020). As we explained before,
the proposed method could easily be adapted by biological
process and did not need the lithography process. In this
method, the commercial IC layout software, Corel DRAW
tool, and CO2 Laser cutter were used to prepare the device.
PCB coupled with copper electrodes were used as a substrate. The
Y-shaped microfluidic channel was prepared on a double-sided

adhesive layer. The PET layer was applied to inhibit any air
bubbles becoming trapped, and the entrances of the buffers to
channels were created with PMMA block. O-rings accompanied
the connection of PMMA entrance to the microfluidics system. A
nanocomposite of reduced graphene oxide (RGO), gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs), and poly neutral red (PNR) were used
to modify the electrode surface. RGO-AuNPs hybrid structures
offer remarkable advantages on physicochemical properties and
functions of the biosensor and bio-imaging systems (Khalil et al.,
2008). PNR as a conductive polymer showed advantages like
simple fabrication, rapid response, and excellent potential for
miniaturization of electrochemical devices based on the enzyme
(Barsan et al., 2008; Broncová et al., 2008). To prepare a Y-shaped
membraneless microfluidic biofuel cell based on an enzyme,
modified coating copper (Cu) was used as the electrodes.
Mytheliophthora thermophile LAC enzyme was used as the
cathodic compartment of this enzymatic fuel cell. Also, the
GOx enzyme from Aspergillus niger was used in the anodic
chamber. The schematic mechanism of the enzymatic biofuel
cell performance is described in Scheme 1. The proposed
nanocomposition (RGO-AuNPs/PNR) was assayed using cyclic
voltammetry (CV), a scanning electron microscopy accompanied
with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy study (SEM-EDX), and
atomic force microscopy (AFM) procedures. This work was
developed to report a simple, inexpensive, and rapid
microfabrication process by creating a Y-shaped enzymatic
microfluidic biofuel cell based on new nanocomposite
materials to harvest power from physiological fluids.

EXPERIMENT

Chemicals and Equipment
Glucose oxidase (GOx from Aspergillus niger), Gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs), and Neutral red (NR) were prepared from Sigma-Aldrich
(United States). Commercial Laccase (LAC from Mytheliophthora
thermophile) was prepared from Novozymes Company (Portugal).
D-(+)-glucose, H2SO4 98%, H2O2, Potassium phosphate dibasic
dehydrate (Na2HPO4), Potassium phosphate monobasic
monohydrate (NaH2PO4), Sodium acetate, and Glacial acetic acid
solution were prepared from Merck (Germany). Deionized water
was used to prepare and dilute all stock solutions. A conventional
system containing three electrodes were applied for electrochemical
tests. A glassy carbon electrode (GCE) designed with the proposed
graphene, gold, and natural red nanocomposite was used as the
working electrode. An Ag/AgCl with KCl-saturated as an
electrochemical reference and a platinum wire as a counter
electrode were applied in electrochemical measurements.

Electrode Characterization
The modified electrodes were characterized using a scanning
electron microscope together with the EDX detector (SEM/EDX).
Evaluation of the RGO-AuNPs composite morphology, and also
RGO-AuNPs/PNR morphology characterization, was done with
SEM. The elemental analysis of RGO-AuNPs was identified by
the EDX. The AFM image was prepared using the tapping-mode
of AFM. The samples were stored air-dry before AFM analysis.
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Bioelectrode Preparation and
Measurement
The bioelectrode preparation was done using a glassy carbon
electrode (GCE) based on RGO-AuNPs/PNR nanocomposite, as
described before (Mazar et al., 2017). The electrode surface was
polished by alumina polishing powder a few times to prepare for
modification. A composite of RGO-AuNPs (1:1.5) was deposited
onto the GCE surface through drop-casting method, and NR was
electropolymerized onto RGO-AuNPs modified electrode. The
RGO was synthesized using the modified Hummers’ method
(Marcano et al., 2010). A PNR film was polymerized on the RGO-
AuNPs nanocomposite surface by cyclic voltammetry. PNR was
made with 100 mMNRmonomer solution in buffer pH 6, at 25°C
for 20 cycles. The potential scanning was carried out between
−1 V and +0.6 V at the scan rate of 50 mV s−1 (Schlereth and
Karyakin, 1995). To prepare the bioanode, 4 µL of the 5 mg ml−1

GOx enzyme solution was drop cast on RGO-AuNPs/PNR. 4 µl
of the 5 mg ml−1 LAC enzyme solution was pipetted onto RGO-
AuNPs/PNR modified electrode for the biocathode preparation.
All the electrochemical redox reactions of the anodic electrode
were done in 100 mM phosphate buffer solution (PBS, pH 7) with
100 mM glucose. The acetate buffer solution (100 mM, pH 4.6)
saturated by O2 was used for cathodic electrode experiments. The
electrochemical properties of the experimental electrodes after
modifications were characterized using a Potentiostat

Galvanostat (Drop Sens model DRP-STAT 200) at room
temperature with the glucose and O2 substrates. Also, the
electrochemical measurements were obtained with cyclic
voltammetry through the potential range of −0.9 to 0.0 V for
bioanode, 0.2–1.1 V for biocathode, and the fixed potential scan
rate � 100 mV s−1.

Microfluidic Biofuel Cell Device Design and
Working Principles
The design of a microfluidic enzymatic biofuel cell device was
according to the previous work of our group. It consists of five
different sections (A) Cu electrodes on PCB as a substrate, (B)
Double-sided fabric adhesive Tape, (C) Transparent polymer
PET, (D) Two O-ring, and (E) PMMA block. The detail of the
fabrication method is mentioned in reference (Mazar et al., 2020).
Scheme 2 A and B shows the schematic and actual photograph of
this microfluidic biofuel cell. The most fundamental principle
concepts for the development of miniaturized microfluidic
devices are the surface and interfacial tension, laminar flow,
and capillary force. The Reynolds number (Re � νlρ·μ−1)
predicts different fluid flow situations like turbulence or
laminar. ν shows the fluid velocity (m s−1), l shows capillary
diameter (m), ρ shows the fluid density (kg m−3), and μ shows the
liquid viscosity (kg m−1 s). Re has different values based on the

SCHEME 1 | Schematic representation of our proposed enzyme microfluidic biofuel cell performance.

SCHEME 2 | (A) Schematic illustration of the glucose biofuel cell segments. (B) Photo of the miniature biofuel cell (Mazar et al., 2020).
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channel geometry, and low Re allows laminar fluid flow rather
than turbulence. In microfluidic devices, two streams move in
parallel together at laminar flow without turbulent mixing at the
interface. Laminar flow causes fractioning of the samples like ions
through diffusion between a stream and an adjacent stream
(Kenis et al., 1999; Kenis et al., 2000; Rewatkar et al., 2019a).

Microfluidic Biofuel Cell Assembly and
Function
To assemble a microfluidic biofuel cell, the RGO-AuNPs/PNR/
enzyme was coated on the Cu bare electrodes to perform the
anode and cathode electrodes. The bioanode and biocathode
decorations were prepared for consideration using drop 10 µL
of GOx and LAC enzyme solutions containing 5 mg ml−1 onto
RGO-AuNPs/PNR modified electrode, respectively. The whole
body of the microfluidic biofuel cell is attached to the modified
electrode surfaces strictly. The 100 mM glucose solved in 100 mM
PBS with pH 7 was used as a fuel solution or anolyte of biofuel
cell. Moreover, the oxidant solution or catholyte included an
100 mM air-saturated acetate buffer with pH 4.6. A syringe pump
was used to distribute the flows of anolyte and catholyte to the
microfluidic channel. The assembled biofuel cell performance,

such as the current and power density, was tested by a multimeter
using external resistance 10–500 kΩ. The electrolytes containing
biofuels were loaded into the modified electrodes of the biofuel
cell. The 1 × 15 mm2 surfaces of the Cu modified electrodes were
in contact with the solutions. The streams of reactive species
caused the oxidation-reduction reactions on both anodic and
cathodic electrodes. The RGO-AuNPs/PNR/GOx bioanode
oxidized the glucose substrate and released the electron. After
catalytic oxidation of glucose on the bioanodic electrode, the
electrons moved from the bioanode to the biocathode surface
through external circuitry. The RGO-AuNPs/PNR/LAC cathode
catalyzed oxygen reduction. Electrons and oxygenmolecules were
incorporated and then oxygen reduction occured. Three different
samples of this biofuel cell were tested for the performance
measurements of the device. Each experiment was repeated
two times and had the same performance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Modified Electrode Characterization
The physical characterization of RGO-AuNPs as SEM image
shows AuNPs with around a 30 nm diameter with most of them

FIGURE 1 | (A) SEM images of AuNPs-RGO. (B) SEM image of AuNPs-RGO/PNR composite. (C) Energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX) confirming the Au
and Oxygen elemental presence in the nanocomposite (D) AFM topography of gold nanoparticles by RGO (Mazar et al., 2017).
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attached to the sheets of RGO (Figure 1A). Figure 1B indicates
the SEM photomicrograph of the RGO-AuNPs/PNR. The
elemental information of RGO-AuNPs composite was
confirmed using the elemental analysis. Figure 1C displays
the RGO-AuNPs nanocomposite characterization with EDX
spectrum. The unique peaks of Au and oxygen related to RGO-
AuNPs showing in the EDX spectrum confirmed that the
nanocomposite consists of Au and oxygen. Figure 1D
demonstrates the morphological and structural properties of
the characterized RGO-AuNPs composite by AFM. It can be
found that some AuNPs retain their spherical shapes and are
attached to the RGO surface (Mazar et al., 2017).

Electrochemical Properties of the Modified
Bioelectrode Surface
Figure 2 describes two obtained cyclic voltammograms of the
modified GC bioelectrodes. Figure 2A presents the RGO-AuNPs/
PNR/LAC cyclic voltammograms of LAC cathode in the presence
of oxygen. This voltammogram demonstrates a potential of
around 0.67 V with a current of 0.33 μA. The O2 reduction

potential of this biocathode is close to 0.65 V with a catalytic
current of −0.22 μA. Figure 2B shows the cyclic voltammogram
of modified bioanode prepared by RGO-AuNPs/PNR/GOx onto
GCE surface in 100 Mm glucose presence. The reversible
voltametric wave exhibits the catalytic activity of GOx at the
potential of 0.37 V and a current of 4.6 μA. These data showed
these anodic and cathodic electrodes should be appropriate for a
biofuel cell.

Evaluation of the Enzymatic Microfluidic
Fuel Cell
After the characterization of the bioelectrodes, the cell
performance was evaluated. The evaluation of the biofuel
cell application was offered using the enzyme covalent
binding in the microfluidic biofuel cell. Figure 3 describes
the measured polarization curves and power outputs of the fuel
cells with a buffer. The microfluidic biofuel cell consideration
especially demonstrated an open circuit voltage of 0.5 V and a
short circuit current of 420 μA cm−2 (Figure 3A). The
delivered power density of the biofuel cell was around

FIGURE 2 |Cyclic voltammogram ofmodifiedGC electrodes. (A)Cyclic voltammogram of a LAC-modified RGO/AuNPs/PNR in 100 mM acetate buffer with pH 4.6
and O2 saturated. Scan rate: 100 mV s−1. (B) Cyclic voltammogram behaviors of a GOx-modified RGO/AuNPs/PNR in 100 mM PBS, pH 7 in the presence of 100 mM
glucose. Scan rate: 100 mV s−1.

FIGURE 3 | (A) Polarization curve and (B) power density curve obtained with a microfluidic biofuel cell consisting of a Cu electrode modified RGO-AuNPs/PNR
using LAC/GOx at 25°C and 50 μl min−1 of cathodic: O2 saturated acetate buffer (100 mM; pH 4.6), and anodic: PBS (100 mM; pH 7) containing 100 mM glucose flows.
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36 μW cm−2 at a cell potential close to 0.2 V with 50 μl min−1

flow rate (Figure 3B). Table 1 compares different parameters
of published glucose/O2 microfluidic biofuel cell papers.

Proposed PCB/PSA Microfluidic Biofuel
Cell Compare With the Traditional
Micro-biofuel Cells
A microfluidics biofuel cell conventionally consists of
microchannels over a thin metal layer of microelectrodes. A
microelectrode is commonly fabricated using a thermal or
plasma spray coating process and photolithographic
patterning. In terms of the microchannel, the fabrication
methods are usually based on the casting of PDMS (Lim
and Palmore, 2007; Togo et al., 2007; Zebda et al., 2009;
Beneyton et al., 2013; González-Guerrero et al., 2013; Khan
et al., 2019; Torrinha et al., 2019). Even though these
fabrication methods may have many benefits, they are
costly, take a long time, and need interacting equipment
and experienced operators. These difficulties confirm the
disadvantage and inconvenience of the rapid prototyping
processes or laboratories in limited-resource areas. The
proposed biofuel cell involves a quick and economical
manufacturing approach compared to other techniques. In
this proposed approach, the Cu layer of PCB is applied as a
microelectrode. The pressure-sensitive adhesive (PSA) tapes
with a CO2 laser cutting machine are used for microchannel
manufacture. The reusable part was used to join the different
parts of the microfluidic system with the macro-world, without
the need for the connectors as separators. In addition to these,
this fabrication method can be comfortably adapted to
biological modifications on the electrode surface.

CONCLUSIONS

Here, a rapid microfluidic glucose biofuel cell with inexpensive
materials and fast methods for delivering electrical power is
evaluated. Bioelectrodes are based on AuNPs/RGO/PNR/
enzyme on a PCB as a microelectrode and a PSA tape as a
structure material for Y-shaped microchannel. The anolyte
and catholyte streams using a syringe pump flowed laminar at
Cu modified electrode surfaces. The maximum power
delivered from the device was 36 μW cm−2 at 0.2 V at the
flow rate of 50 μL min−1 with 100 mM glucose with O2

saturated at room temperature. Finally, the presented
microfluidic biofuel cell with one simple and inexpensive
method can overcome many challenges in fuel cell
technology, like low-cost and high-power-density systems.
The used strategy process is only limited to lab testing and
needs more amenable experiments until it can be used in mass
production. Also, searching for new materials and enzymes
should be a necessary matter to produce practical application
powers.
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TABLE 1 | A comparison between the performances of glucose microfluidic biofuel cells.

Anode/Cathode Electrolyte OCV/
OCP (V)

Power
density

(μW cm−2)

Fabrication References

GDH/Pt Phosphate buffer pH 7 consisting of 30 mM
glucose

0.55 32 PDMS Togo et al. (2007)

GOx/LAC Phosphate buffer pH 7 consisting of 10 mM
glucose

0.55 110 PDMS Zebda et al. (2009)

GOx/LAC Sodium acetate solution, pH 4 0.4 26 PDMS Lim and Palmore (2007)
GOx/Pt Phosphate buffer pH 7.4 0.3 30 Ink consisting Nafion and

isopropyl alcohol
Galindo et al. (2012)

GOx/LAC Phosphate buffer pH 7.4/Acetate buffer
pH 4.5

0.43
0.15

1.57
0.27

PDMS Beneyton et al. (2013)

GOx/LAC Phosphate buffer pH 7.4/Citrate buffer pH 4.5 0.54 64 PDMS González-Guerrero et al.
(2013)

GOx/Air breathing
cathode

Phosphate buffer pH 7 consisting of 5 mM
glucose

0.72 610 Silicone polymer film silastic Escalona-Villalpando et al.
(2016)

GOx/LAC Phosphate buffer (pH 5 and 7) consisting of
40 mM glucose

0.35 2.2 PDMS Jayapiriya et al. (2021)

GOx/LAC Phosphate buffer (pH 5 and 7) consisting of
40 mM glucose

0.425 13 PDMS Rewatkar et al. (2020)

GOx/LAC Phosphate buffer (pH 5 and 7) consisting of
40 mM glucose

0.570 100 Paper-based device Rewatkar and Goel (2018)

GOx/LAC Phosphate buffer pH 7 consisting of 100 mM
glucose

0.5 36 PCB/PSA This research
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